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PREFACE

--- The National Center for Research in Vocational t.clucation at The.Ohio State University
welcomes Tom Moody, Mayor c3f Columbus, ohs, and his presentatOn, "Vocational,Educatiok-
CETA, and-Yo Oth UnerTiii--Frn-ehr:Waineds of Inner. City Youth,-

z ,
<.

As Mayor of Columbus a 1972, Mr. Moody presents his views on CETA, youth
unemployment, and vocational education from a local perspective. He points out that all -----
education ought to be "vocational" in the sense that it prepares people,to support themselves, to
earn allying, and to b productive in society. Additionally, he describes several "fallacies" that
relate to the policy of ull.employmentfallacies such as assuming,that,it is necessary for
everyone to work a that there always must.be,a high degree of upward mobility on the job.

'f r 44 -

Mr. Moody so cusses the TA-spon red programs operating in ColUmbus and their =-
purposes. H sf es the imports -e of resea ch as a vehicle to find ways to place people in the

4 job market eep thpm. there/
- b

.

Prior to be- -ing MSscor, Mr. L o y served as a Judge with the Filanktin County Court of
'Common Pleas an Municipal Court A native(of Cohirna,us, he received a B.S. in business
administration from he. Ohio Staie U iversity and alawCdegree from Capital Uniyersity. He is
President the National League of Cities and the International Union of Local Authorities and
Member of th, Advisory Board of the United States Conference of Mayors and the Advisory
Council for IntergovernmentaiRelations appointed-by former President Ford.

It is with great pleasure that the Nat i onal Center welcomes Mlyor Torn Moody and his
lecture, "VoCationat Education, C A, and Youth Unemployment; Meeting thg Needs of Inner
City Youth."

Robert E. Taylor-
Exec ve Director
The N tonal Center for Research

inNoeational Education



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; CETA, AND4YOUTH UNEMPL YMENT
MEETING THE NEEDS NER CITY YOUTIlit

As some of my educational accomplishments were recited in my introduction, foi- some
strange reason I thought back to a, time About ten yearliago when I was waitingfor my
appointment with the dentist. Being ulsivq movireader, I turned to a mov magpzirlx because
that was the only thing there was to`orea read one whole magazine, and -ere is1151y one thing
I remember out of ita short article whi0 interviewed Marlon Brand& The reporter fisked

Ando what he had found to be most difficul bout becoming rich and famous. Brando 4
responded "When you -arich aAd'fb obis a a movie star is people begin to ask your advice
on.all kinds of sub_ jectS ion ?ou.krici_ riothing about. After a while you begin to gi that ,
advice." I feet that that is Where I am y. M credevtials are in la totally differdnt field. I.am not
ari expert in your field or anythinglilo e to it n the °fiber hand I do have some exPoSure to -
itand knowledge about it -some go': and so e bad. I also nave some ignorance of it which I
must presume. that we as educated.peo e woul 'con'clude is all bad. I will no be lenittOin my,.
remarks, but I wciuld like yoq to think about' the questions yogi would like to a- me as Mayor of

, Columbus. I will answer candidly any questions about thecity of.Columks and its involvement-
that I can answer, I also will tell you candidly if I don't know the answer.-If I'm not mistaken, you
will probably beablelo di_ r very ickly when I don't know the answer. With regard to the \

nativona view, I have a perspe ,rich might prove. to be helpful to you on some occasion. 1

The pe spective is the view J g ornthe local officialsthe policy makers at the local level, I ,,

he theiocomments about whet ought to be -done, what is being done, and what, -wrong with
what is being done.

I don't really hear too many corn- ents about what is good because the
t_ are

icians are not
really interested in the program*: are working well. Most politicians haVe pend all of their
tittle with 'programs that are not working well.We have elittle difficulty in finding whet works
well andwhat doesn't. We occasionally' brag about the good.t.bings, but that Is.in a different
context,J will spare you most of that I.kink I should identify Orere I am persona* because I

).have-what I prefer to call ''prejudgments" rather. han prejudices

In the first lace, I arrvin one of the smallest clubs-in the United States that is the club 01
white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, male,' Republican mayors of large cities. There are th.ree of us.
There is a folirth who Would be eligible, but shell a woman. this gives you some perspective
on where I come frqm. Secondly..I don't have any notion' of 'the definitions which are in your
minds on some of the words that use.'For Qxample, vocational education rheans something to
j,ou, and I am sure it means something quite different to mei Ojie of my prejUdgments is that all
required and most optional education ouW_-_-it to bekvocAponal effucation, I do not Ipve aiy
prbblems with people who want to take college coursel in bridge or art aporeciati3n. I -don't------------,
mean to snub that approach,.but to me, all education, including classical education that is
letItrirect, ought to be vocational education in some sense, It Aught to equip peOple to be able to
support therASelves, to earn a living, and to,be p izidu6t4 ln btu society. I am fearful that 6orp".
might conclulf that I arrigairist studying some areas just for the joy of studying them, I donutt really have oblecti9ns to courses in chess, pool., or whatever elsesis offered, because I think`that
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some of those c,ourse* improve the quality of 'life
attended a seminar on pool and billiards on ca
credit. I watched some people who-had made
were also very good teachers. They were able
if,I jyst hit the ball in the right pla p. I:think the

-underStand-that-1 really believe-th a great many

I
, I

an indeed contribute to a vocation: I
h I unde( stand -was being given or

that sport4They did very well and
p very quick-ly so that I could do tricks

e value in that. ksseritially I want you td
come out of-pur addcational e

systemparticularly-at the high school level but all too frequently with bachelor's d gees riot
equipped to del anything for whifh they think they are fitted. They are equipped to do things
which they think are beneath their dignity'a'nd,not'iri keeping with t air edu 'ation It doesn't
make any difference whether I dm right or Wrong. That is my view the matter and you ought'
to know it as we ell sc ass some other things.

,r
Let me suggest also that have the conviction that municipal government, as an inStrum-rel,

ot_the federal gove nt, is involved in a lot of,activities in which it really should not be,
involved because i as very little expertise, baCkground, and soon, in th se areas. The ent
manpower problem is one of those -areas in which I personally feel that .,,e shOlitd--riot be
involved. The world is not ideal in that regard and t will comment on.tht more a little bit
Next, I honestly believe that the rnuhicipalities are faced with the probleT of dealing wit
failure failureof the home, failure of the school 'and failure of the 0-lurch, Most muni par
problems,ieti.ier--lhan those involving sewer, water, and some of our environmental efoblems in .

connection wittiindustry, are the result cif the failures of those-other 'Institutions. It is/not ,._

surpirsin, that f _eral programs designed to do something about those people whb n-have of

gained rkpaeta skills fro .those other sOtems have beendeve'loped. )1,
\

. .."
, ii , , -

It ready is'not surprising tha
.

in the Oolitica4 clime of,the IV twenty years, the federal
government has chosen to mak the instrument of deliv sing their programs, the-municipality or.
something akin to the rniunici 10. There wak_tone tirtie a congressional feeling that there

should not'be 1o/cal directions,for these)orogfarris, and indeed, federal bureaucTrOcies were
created to administer most of the vocational programs, traintrig programs, and so on. Absolute .

scandal,'in som egree, began td chan 0, at potiticat climate. irvaddition, the local -4

officials were always sa t, in the halls of Congress Arad inciirsonal conversations

with fe4eral officials that we could o better if given more flexibility and more self-determination
at the [odal level.1 happe to sham that view. I don't think we)lavda great success story to - I

prove that view, but Ifelo b lieve that we have frier buses and fewer wastes of time because of

that local If-deteraainttion.Whatiwe did not "ring to\the process wa_ ny knowledge of what

we were Oing. The'thing that we did bring to the-process-was concern, willingness to learn
he thin- that seem toand the aeility to watch very closely, tomend, and to take advantage 8

work, and to avoid things that do not, seem tdOvvork.

x
- The rhetorid of Arnelican politics.to day is full employmenr"Whether vie look at it from the

Standpoint of 'human service a6enciet the,Ouilding Of kax revenues, simp104hUrnar\
Cher

to

ablebeing a to afittrd some of the thingsothat any human being ought to havii or ,w her we look

at frasrPolitical device beokisejitSea-Ms.l.e work well, we all t- k' full eMpigyment in oneyay or

another. I believe there isonebasic falla'ci in that rhetoric-and i :the actions which legislaturess

and administrators take. That fallacy is 'jo assume that,!100 percent of the populatioryreally wantS
to work, I don't want to ague ue about flow large the perceri't who don't want to work 'is.

.i

cognize that that cormim-tigt,will offend some. Yilt I find. this t be erne of the greatest

prclemm that we, as administrators, fee. leascounts fo.c the large turnover in many of
programs;, it els0 accounts fepr dropouts, for tliw placemprit rates, -and's° on. We've gotten

smarter Osicause we now cotivute placement rates ,by meaminglthose who complete a program'
and Not those who start a program..I thinkelsowearetkie a**mistake in tryirtg to measure
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programs the way we con.ventignall measure "productivity" or "succes- ormhateVer word you
want to substitute. We are in-very f ge measure dealing, with the Aire of vur society. You might
not like the word "dregs." Let me choosefalliffsre t plysse. The pro rams are targeted, and'
ought to be. at "those who'are not able to get into he system and perform at a satis Cory level

within the-Iystem," There has to be some reason h' they ,can'f pernfcirmwhy they stay:

Wriertrte-retr-rrot we- make imoral -j,t(gment about is ttei good or pgad, there are c in

peOple who just cap't perform satisfactorily in the system'. am not just talking about in 'duals
-such-as the lame andlhe blind. I art talking about peopl who Lust simply can't perfor
dealing with thosepeople, I think it-is reasonable that we_shouldeApedt a.very low rate of
success. We might' to be willing to toleratelhat rate of success just-as we tolerate trying to,
reform Coholics."They--`are people anti have some worth. liye ought to dcithe best we-can aid
w.e ought to saves some. Those whom we dbn't save, or at feast not immediately, siTould -ot be
chalked up as the victims of a bureaucratic inefficiency, or a typically w1teful govern ent
program that will produce nothing. ,

From a political pint of view, I think there is another fallacy. I am 'talking "political"- here in a ,
scholarly sense rather an Democrat or Republican &lilies; That fallacy is that it is real),
necessary for everyone to work, and,it is really necessary fdr everyone to have a high d ree or.
'upward mobility with career propects: Nowt , at may sound like hatastment The fact is that
many individualslin our labor marketfromlh standpoin,tr of the buyers of laborare ih areas
wiere' there iS not and cannot under our plesent system be a high'degree of upward mobility.
Let me illueltrate."One of the major tasks thlt We have ih a muniCipalityis to clean The litter from
the streets. If you look at our streets you knowg,tharwevneed ore people to'do that than we
presently have. The political rhetoric of our age is such that cleaning the streets is looked upon
as a-demeaning dead-end jab with no real vitalify ifi th-e economic system. ThuS we are trying -tole
train everybody to do jobs better than that In the--mee-ntime we choke in litter. We have to send '

peopleautta do it. There are no machines that caw doiCas well as people can. So to the extent
that wb succeed with our aims of providing everybody with a meaningful job, of providihg .

v
everybody with upward nobility, we really glet'cut short on the other end With thb question of

,
whO is going VI go out and pick up the trash so that the quality of life in our community will be
better for all people. We,could name Some other"jobs of that kind. Some of them-are rllher
wen-paying Tabs. Let us loois at chemists Who are employedln a waste water treatmenrplant,I
don't, remember ekactly what we are paying those people but I think it is somewhere between
$17,090,and 23,000, Yet there is almost no upward mobility any place in the country for persons

gin those- Inds of positions. Many municipal jobs and many jobs in private industry do not really
have go upwardAciobility.i rospects of upward I tape you don't misunderstand and conclude that I
think the wastewater chenAsts should have \the opportunity upward mobility and not take .-.

advantage of it. If the person who 'picks up litter does a better jd,bi of it then anybody else but is
offered a position with a construction company, I think that that ought tp.happen. My, poipt is

hc theOimply that there is not that rnuc upward, mobility for many people. Those of us that
f/rhetoric about meaningf01 employ Jra forupward Mobility and career prospects are saying

so ettriing that really doesn't apply to most of the people whom we are trying to help. Let us
look t the police officer. A police or a fire department is structured in such away that several
(-fun redibdividuals are at the bottom. In a lifetime only three or four individuals will move to the
ttp. Only-a small fracfion will advance to the middle_ If theyWoald alltgCt to the top crr the
middle, then there wouldn't be anybody available to drive the cruisers. SomehoW itiseems to me

Jhat we ignore this, I have spent a rot of time making the point that we tonere if m`Aga, it doesn't
make any difference if I am right or wrong, but that is the rhetoricl,frear ?rroal the applicants who
are rebtiffed by CETA programs, who drop out of CETA prograra-ror who say that Itiey have
looked everywhere and can't find a job. These applicants come to me in my open door seViens

-and say they can get all those jobs that they don't want. Thus, there is a market.for the jobs that
..i_
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'people.wori't have. The jobs thatoneed to be performed are those that people won't have and are
net being dont I recognize that you don't really want to deal with that problem, but you would
rather. provide 'Vocational education for those who have the potential and that is extremely''
valuable. But it is not the total problem from the standpoint of the politician.
.,

-1_, %Let me co_mmeet briefly on my.views on the new CETA legislation and how it operates-in the
city of Columbus. You probably know more about some of these titles Than I do. Columbus has a.

iprogram under Title II of the CETA Act. Title II's intent it topro,vide basic employment and
training servicesboth to youth aid adultsthat offerlransitronal public service employment
pOsitiOnSlor osideres in Franklin County: The participants are'employed in the city and county
governments and in nonprofit agencies proViding,necessary public services. The Department of
Labor,regelations do eor specify -this but in conversations with individuals in,thepartment of

, . Labor: '1 discovered that they encou'ragelhe nonprofit sector jobs because they somehow feel
4k that as a 'matter- ofhilosophy there is more poterltial Tor permanent emprOysment in the nonprofit

agencies then there is-in the governmental roles. I think that is probably a good guess but it is
incorrect because the nonprofit agencies'ire for the most part more-straightened than the
governments, They are:spiking uport these training ,opportunities to'augment their staff without
any real expectations of ever,being able to put those people to work on their own payrolls. In
addition the nonprofit agencies for the' most part are very specialized, and within a community
they' often the only employer that type of work at all. So thee is no opportunity
wittizt e area of residence for that erson to transfer to another-job with a marketable skill.:_
Now skil s such as these heeded to be a typist, a file clerk, orpositions of that sort, may be
considered (ransferable skills. But if the skill is something different from thatif it tends to be

liderIttfied with one single problem'there is nb place to transport 'that except out of the ,-
community. The chances of transporting it out of the community to one single agency in one.
single cot4Ity anyplace else in the state are pretty slim because people don't have,the know-how
to'do that kind of thing.

,.., .

In Title IV, t eacity of Columbus has a number of programs Title IVs directedelmost totarly..----*'
o youth. There're all sorts of programs %an acronyms which I can't prionounce and I don't
Understand, but let me give you some examples. There is one we call SPEDYSummer Program ,

Economically Disadvantaged Youth. SPEDY provides in-school youth between the ages of 14
.-and'21a work experience of twenty-four tours per week in position's in state, county, and local

overnments, and ih`nonprofit agencies. Classroom training is also offered at the four
metropolitan career centers. The SPEDY program lasts nine weeks. This program is a difficult

Sy to deal with -people in that age bracket. You would be surprised at how small physically
ome of he "14-year-olds" are because there is some fibbing about who is really 14 years of age.

At a6e 21 there are people who are both physically andThentally -mature In a nine-Week program
how can you segregate these people into workable groups: and how can you provide the
specialized activities that ought to he available for that age group of,between 14 and 21? It is
difficult whIn-you don't know Uha-they are or in what proportions they will come until You get
the program under way and until you work to meet quotas indicated by the Departm nt of Labor.
After 'all, these programs have two purposes. One is to provide some meaningful trains g to the'
participants. The other is to stimulate the ecolcomy. We, don't talk so munch bout stim tating the
economy in programs of this sort. But I suggest that if you could get the members of Congress
who Note for these kinds of programs to tell the whole truth, you would find :that th9y use these
program's, partially to get the kids in their jurisdictions off the streets, to give them 4 little pocket
money, and to provide some relief for someverly disadvantaged families? We know the general'

, cynicism about the productivity of such programs. Why then are they sustained? Is it that
Congress isAnded to the results? That may belpart of it, but another part of it is (flat members
of Congress want the dollars i n the r jurisdiction', I am not saying the that is bad. I just want to

ognize it as one of the facts that'S involved.



`Another Program we have is YCCIPthe Youth Community Conservation and Improvement
Projects. The purpose of this program is to provide, economically disadvantaged youth between

the agei of 16 and 19 full- and part-time positions in proj4cts providing public services in

commVnity improvement. We can see some overlapping of qualifications and ages,in these
prograrns and there ,are more to come, There is also the YrrPthe Youth Employment Training

, . .-Prcfgrartrwhteh-ie really atmilar-to Title II. Yet it is limited to services with youth between the

agel of 14 arld 21. There are two main componentsan in-school pr.ogram with the local school

sys m which provides career employment experience, and an employment services center which

ov es y9uth career occupational traiing_classes and other training opportunities.

T e also is the Title V progra.m, the Jolp Corps, which is designed to serve dropout y-uth
betwee_ the ages of 16 and 21 in residential and nonresidential centers. The purpose of th Job

COrPs is to provide participating, outh marketable skills and a,GED certificate. Another prop
is Title V which is an emergency public service job program designed to fluctuate with the
economy. Its target is the long-term unemployed positiens in state, county, and local
governme ts, and nimprofit agencies. It also provides employees to those agencies with special
projects th =t cold not be undertaken without assistance e.g., the 400 or so people that we hired

to shovel s ow off the streets and clear:the storm sewer tip i last winter. Another program is

the private a for initiative program. It provides on-the-job ining and other speci I

employrnen rograms within the private sector in coordination with our private sear people.

Title VII,' the Yiung Adult Conservation Corps. is a program designed to serve out-of-school
youth between the ages of 16 and 23, with opportunities to participate in conservation activities

at Columbus ,metropolitan sites. The certificatibn and referral of eligible you=th is to be made by

the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services. The Columbus-Franklin CoentY consortium is

responsible, through a nonfinancial agreement, for referring applicants to the employment

services. Then in turn Employment Services, confirms the hires of the consortium as a prime
sponsor. There is no lbcal alliyation since the adrninistpring agencies are the Department of
Agriculture and the Departmdht of Interiem as opposed to the Department of Labor. We
administer a couple of other programs through Q TA. One of those is designed to serve three

-primary groupsdisabled veterans, Viet Nam vet rans, and other veterans. This is accomplished

through on -the jot One that we are not yet administering is the EOPthe EMployment
Opportunities Program. treJuly and August of th s year this program was the first stecoin the
welfare reform program put forth by President C rter. It was still' called that when representatives
from pilot cities were called to an area just outsi Washington, D.C. for a seminar on the
program..There are fifteen' prime sponsors across the countrya few in large cities, a few in ka
small cities, and a few with rural and townkhip governments.eikis program is just in the planning

stage but its impact on-the Columbus community will be enormous. It consists of $31 million a

year for two years and our planning grant as I recall is something over $300,000./Let's put this in

perspective. In the Columbus-Franklilli County area we are going to be getting 01 million a year
for two years. General revenue sharing, about which ihe mayors fight so hard, provides
approximately $8 million a year to the city of Columbus and about $4 milli rci.ttpthe county. So

this two-year ex -erimental program puts Tore dollars into'our community than general revenue
sharing which we mayors fight for. I think yelu can begin to see why we have some prbblems that

refer baclf to what lmentioned earlier. Even if we make mistakeseven if we really mess up a

$31 millibn-a-year Prqgram, you can be sure of one thingthat is that we spent the entire $31

million in Franklin..County. There are a lot of city officials," lot of congressional people, to

whom this is a quite real fac.,tor.

Another program of interest is7-the skills training improvement program. I really don't 'know a

le about it. My CEJA director advise;me that the purpose IS to provide party pants with new
i.
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sCills to,,Meet in &try needs for, specific requirements as deterMined by indudry, and to
increase. private sector partigipation in the desiln and operation oemployment and training
programs. Proposed training will be in primary labor markets. That's just a view of what is
happening in Ctumbus. I suPely hope that you professioh`bls understand it all a lot better than I
do, because MA! I see is overlapping. I S'''ee kids saying, "I'm hereto apply for a job and I hear
I've got the sibs." How in the world clo,1 have anybody smart enough on thp city payroll to
determine where these people ought to be, and-to place them Ilan'dily with dignity and care, with
love and,coneern, so that they aren't turned off by bureau4racy? Theeople I hired to determine
this were"in the same position just a few tronths ago: That may sound terribly cynical. I don't
want you to think that I am cynical.) aril trying to be practical. wouldn't Make apy difference
whether we hired. someone off the street t ho had been out of work for two years to determine
Which posilion'these people should be in, or whethe71 went dOwn to that office personally, with
all my degrees to make the determination. I wouldn't know what to do either. That, is part'of our
problem: Nobody at any level knoWp what to do. That is why I am here talking to you folks. The
major poirtel make is that no matter-how much you care, no matter how mich you identify with
the problem, no matter how -uch money you have to deal with the problem; you *tor hop an
awfully big job to do, and or that our society knows little about.

There is one great d epence between my attitude and the attitude of many others, and that
is my willingrkss to admit that we do not know what we are doing. Whdn we testify before
Congress, it' is not difficult to say that we at the local level know more about this than anybody
elseand certainly more than-- those at the federal leveland that we ought to run these
progr4ms. First, I believe that. Second, it is honest Third, it makes sure that we get to t6., it
instead of bringing in a federal bureaucracy, which is not responsive to us. But the simple
that this problem remains one about which our society doesn't have good information-, That's not
all bad. If we had good information we would not need this vocational research center and we
would not need the $5 million a year that is,going into it toomaintain some of our jobs.' I don't say
that in a nasty way. I think it is a proper commitnjert of money to find out what we are
doingwhat is successful and wharisn't. There are a lot of failur'es in research. But all
accomplishment comes from failgre'l like to quote what Thomas Edison said when he was asked
about his progress in developing thetight bulb. He replied that he was coming along fine. He
knew: 3,000 ways that didn't work. As a society that is what we are finding: We know a lot of ways
that don't work in education, that don't work in putting-people in the job market, that don't work ,,,.

in 'keeping them there. We have not been so successful in finding ways to get people in'and keep
..them there. On the other hand, if we look at a national unemployment rate of 6 percent, maybe
we haven ;t dOne such a bad job at all because we have found a way to keep 94 percent of the
people working.

We are concentrating an enormous amount of money on dealing with the failures of the
system. I would say to you that I think it is criminal to ignore-the failures in the system. As a
society we chose a long time ago not to shobt them, and not to let them starve to death. The
concomitant result of that is that we agree to pay for them. We must house them, feed them, and
clothe them in one way or another. It is in our. best interest to somehow get them into the
system,at least some of them into the system and make them productive. I believe a is
humane and intelligent. As a conservative Republican who has never been identified as a'
bleeding heart, I will tell you that 1 think it is right that we spend part of our resources to get
those people working because it costs us less. I can stand beside the greatest liberal who talks
about the essential dignity and worth qf humanity. Additionally,1 will vote to support that
program be use I think that is one place in which liberalism'and conservatism come
together wen they deal with giving the individuals the chance to do 5 better job at a smeller
cost to our society.
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QUESTIONS ANtrANSWERS

u on: . How can we get educational and service agencies to work together and overcome
problems of coordination and turf?

_I

In discussing the educational and CETA sectors, I would like to say first that there is a great deal
bf prejudicesin both of those camps. Those in the educational camp provably look a little
disdainfully at the bureaucratic camp.beeause they feel the bureaucrats are untried, unseasoned,

.and admittedly new.in that field and because they probably have beer- chosen by political
patronage. On the Other hand, those people in the administrative camp tend to think that if the...
educators knew what they were doing, there wouldn't be problems such as unemployment in the
country to begin with. So we have those mindsets to deal with. The only way that I know to deal
withithem is for the pOlicy makers'Ito insist that they be dealt with. For example when our CETA
agenCy entered into its first contract with the Columbus Board of Education for the Skills Center,
it was done against all`the professional. advice of my staff. Itold them that we were going to have
at least one program,that was coordinated with the Board of Education. They said they didn't.
think it would work very well I said that we can prove it doesn't work very well and then we Will
learn something about how to proceed in the future. We will have a standard against :which to
meaSure'new programs. -

Today there is a lot of talk about rays to measure programs, whether our measuring devices
make sense -and how they compare on a cost-benefit ratio. We are very imperfect in this area
and there is no reason why we shouldn't be:- This area, is more complidated than trying to get to
the noon, and we have the best scientific minds in the country working on that. We are trying to
deal with a societal problem that has existed throughout recorded history and we have never
figured out how to deal Ovith it So there is 'a lot of slippage. Basicafi, the only answer I know to
achieving better coordination is to have the policy .makers insist_ on it But tiz;have the policy
makers insist upon it, they'rnust have knowledge and rationales which few of the policy makers

lvday. PeOple aren't elected to positions such as mayor, member of City Council, county
.commissioner, or governor because they know a lot about employment or about education. They
get .elected because they say, '..We are going to see to' it That people have employment. We are
going to'provide educition.- I think it is the responsibility of the professionals-the kinds of
people who are here at the National Centerto gain the attention of the policy makers and to
make a rational case. That may be pretty hard, given that many educators have poor opinions of
politicians. I have only made a complaint about a newspaper reporter. once in my life. The editor
of the paper asked me, If my reporter is so stupid, why aren't you-Smart enough to use him .

better? My advice to gib as educated professionals is to teach these politicians if they don't
uhderitand. I think we must always put the burden on the professionals. 'OM have become part ,

of an eliteThroup and Our burden as the elite is trying to get the politicians to understand what
has-to be done. Some of them will even listen and a somewhat smaller percentage will even
understand, When there is-understanding there is hope.

'
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Question : You mentioned that there is a certain percent of people across the country who
don't want to work. What is, this percent? And what are the reasons for this

'"non-desire" to work?

In terms of nuvbers, it is totally impossible tO-estimate. even it I made a scientific effort t6 do so.
The kinds of data which we keep, and the methods by which they are reported, do riot provide
really good information on even such obvious things as the number of blacks and whites who are
unemployed. When there are definite understatements in our federal data about uneipployed
youth, with a margin of'errorr-whion many mayors believe may range as high as 20 To 40 percent

in our cities it becomes obvious that there is no way I can tell you how many of those people
really don't want to work. I believe that most of fhem do want to Work. 11 I had to guess, I would
conclude that it is 1, 2, or 3 percent.

As for the reasons, I don't regard the unwillingness to work as pure perverseness. I think there
are several factors that lead to unwillingness- genetic. *nutritional, sociocultural factors. In many
cases all of those may be operating at once. One of the reasons I believe it is important to fund
research is so that we can deal with problems such as these. For example, we haven't really
established that there is a relationship between crime and unemployment. All of the politicians
and criminal experts talk about it All of the union leaders talk about it Yet the statistics I have

studied sum to indicate that the only relationship that exists is between crime and age. On the
basis of those studies Ian prepared to predict that the crime rates will continue to fall for the next
twenty years as people in our society get older. My simple answer to the cause of the
unwillingness to work is that I don t know, but I don't think it is a matter of sheer perversity.
don't think we should make moral judometit to ignore people on that grounds. I would also say
that in our supportive and counseling services we ought to he thinking about giving medical
examinations and psychiatric examinations. I would hazard a personal guess, with no
documentation whatsoever except that it reflects the current state of some investigation
doingthat nutritional det«;iencies might he the c;ause rat ninny of our societal problems. But we
don't have the expertise to determine that_

Question: lh the work incentive how is the salary for the META student determined
and what is its purpose?

The purpose of the salary is twofold (1) to provide an incentive for a person to participate in the
program, and (2) to stimulate the economy. The arricDunt of the salary is based on the minimum
wage. Additionally, there is a tax advantage for the employer who participates and that is some
kind of partial subsidy. Zhow may be slightly different arrangements on a particular lob but I am
riot sure of_that. It is very difficult for a small business to provide the kind of supervision which is
necessaryor at least necessary in their opinionfor the people who are attracted to the
program, so a lot of businesses don't want any part of it. A number of business people feel that
they have adequate supervisory talent already on hoard and that they can deal with a handful of
people. There has been a surprising number of success stories within the WIN program, fOr

example. There also has been a surprising number of disappointments on the part of businesses.
I am sorry I cannot answer your question better. (Melia Welch, my director of ,community
services, could answer or could give you the name of the person who knows.

Question: What is the city of Columbus doing and what can other cities do to deliver
manpower ._services that are ne(Rled to facilitate the transition frorn school to
work?

I will have to give a guarded answer to that otiosti i. First. the city of Columbus 11::, trying to fill
every one oF the allocated slots so the unernl_iloyed youth get into our programs and get paid.



Secondly, we are trying to teach them how to perfor ome skill in all of these programs. But a
problem arises because the supervisors who are nece_ ry to do the best job are not,aVallable.
Some of them may be able to supervise well enough to get the job done, but they den't add a
"richness".dornension in the sense of discipline, character building, incentives for changing
lifestyles, and all of-the other things we would like to see accomplished. I believe this is one of
the fallacies in our programs anllipitreflects in a hidden way what I was talking about earlier on
economic stimulus. The politician justifies these programs to stimulate the economy and to take
care of -the disadvantaged by getting the dollars out to the people who need them. But when we
don't want to tie up the money in administration, and want to get it out to the poor, the
disadvantaged, the blacks, the wmen, we end up hiring them but don't give them a supervisor
who knows how to teach them anything. We certainly cannot buy bucks and equipment and
other such things with dollars that are means for the unemployed, That's why we end up with ten
people standing on a Street corner to clean Out one catch basin. We cannot transport them to
where they are needed. We cannot provide them other kinds of tools. We carrot hire supervisors
to watch over them. I have not answered your question well but I have answered it candidly. We
need tp do sornajethinking about supervision in these programs. We need to get off the kick
about getting all the dollars out to the target areas. If we get the dollars out to the targeted
people and don't tYrovide them with a meaningful, worthwhile experiencean experience that
leaves them with some kind of marketable skillthen it's all been a giant fraud. There is nobody
that can detect the fraud faster tha-- the target group. The administrator will always justify the
fraud because it justifies the job. person who is in the target group doesn't see any sense in
protesting against federal policy.

Question: Many youth have just never been able to make the transition -from school to
workperhaps not because they are deficientbut because we have some
deficient institutions. What kinds of institutional changes can we make to improve
this transition from school to work?

Your question would include the college g iduates with bachelor's degrees who cannot get in
the job market, the economically and culturally disadvantaged as well as the superadvantaged in
many cases. I really do riot have an answer to that without beginning to tread on some toes,
Look at the situation for example with the professionals who are in the education business. I look
at Columbus, central Ohio. and the nation and see declining enrollments for the-next twenty
years in the primary and secondary schools. Yet a lot of bright, dedicated young people are
realizing the family ambition at the family expense and are training to become teachers. It
appears to me that we are going to have a tremendous glut of teachers,for the future. I doubt if
people in the College of Education are sending a letter to enrollees which warns them that they,
are spending four years of their lives in school and may have to train for another career later. I'm
exaggerating my response for the purpose of clarity. I think that is also true in a number of other
fields. My son is a sophomore here at Ohio State and is studying geology. He has not quite
determined whether to become a geologist or a geophysicist but he concluded only a week ago
that he has no employment prospects until after he has completed his ph D. Because the
technological needs in the area which he wants to enter are so complicated, he says the only
positions he could secure as a graduate with a master's or bachelor's degree are clerk or
surveyor. I don't have the answer to these kinds of problems. I think that nowmore than ever
beforethe vocational educators are attempting the kinds of training that match those
employMent-markets. But the information received from industry will probably not always be the
correct information because industries cannot always project the right information. Nor the most
part. if industries anticipate a particular skill neeeit is not good for them to publicize it too
much, because they will he tipping off a future marketable item and they want to market their
product before anybody else does. I don't know the extent to which this self-interest clouds the
data. I know of certain instances in which it does.



Question: When you were relating all of the programs that the city of Columbus runs you
raised a basic issue that is very prevele,eit in the CETA literaturethat is the

erosion of a decentralized, decategorized delivery system, which was the original
intent of CETA. Although these programs such as the Youth Bill and Title VI,
Public Service Employment, have added a considerable amount of money to all
the different prime sponsors, they have simultaneously eroded the flexibiltty that
prime sponsors have or intended to have in delivering services to meet the local
needs of all the prime sponsors. What will happen in the future when there are
very specific programs:specific eligibility requirements, and projects on which
money must be spent in the different titles?

----4:
ThatThat TraFfrtetielift question. I don't really know what will happen, but I am willing to sharetrny
prediction with yoLi. The history that you recite is indicative of a continuing turf struggle which I

ve alluded to previoosly. There is the thinking of the locally elected people and appointed
people that they know their communities best and it given a flexible program,.they can maximize
the values of that program within their local areas. As you know, I subscribe to that. On the other
hand there are those in federal government who must justify their existence. We at the local level
rail against the feds and they rail against us. What we are really saying is that neither of us
knows what to do, but those at the federal level are accountable to someone above them, too.
When they examine programs at the local level, they must return with a report that tells what is
being done 'and what is not being done. They tailor the reports rhdre to the philosophy of their
bosses than to any standards which are in the regulations or in the legislation itself. We've never
been able to figure out another way to do it In addition, under the locally administered
legislation the Congress member does not get as much individual publicity and credit as he/she
used to get under the categorical grants. This is a major factor. Members of Congress will deny
it, but it is a major factor. That's one of the reasons that general revenue sharing is always in
trouble. Members of Congress can never announce that they have $6 million to spend on
Columbus. Once the legislation is passed, they know that they are going to get a certain number
of dollars for several-years'. I am not talking about all members of Congress. Agaih, it's the

age-old sight of whethereto let the experts from Washington do it or the experts ftorn Hometown,
USA do it. This also happens when adjoining neighborhood commissions exist. They want to
clean up the stream that runs through both of them and neither one trusts the other commission.
I don't know how to correct it

Question: Earlier you pointed out some of the limitations in providing meaningful programs
because of equipment shortages, lack of good supervisory personnel, and so on.
Maybe some of those programs ought to be contracted back to institutional-based
training. One of the main points Of contention with recent CETA legislation has
been the percentage which would be contracted or assigned to institutional-based
training. What are The limitations of going that route or what adjustments need to
be made in institutional-based training in order to make it more meaningful and a
more promising and beneficial route?

Againlny answer to a large part of what you ask is that I don't know but I'm not going to hesitate
to venture an opinion. I'm not really sure that I understand institutional-based training. It may go
back to my discussions of the litter assignments which I chosee because that job is perceived `as
being demeaning by many people. A couple of valuable lessons come out of that kind of training,
such as learning to find the work site, getting there on time. learning that a fifteen-minute coffee
break is a fifteen-minute break. learning that a lunch hour is an hour, and so on. It seems
ridiculous for us to talk about it in this room, in this setting. Yet I can tell you that there are
literaily hundreds of employees in much better jobs who honestly don't understand the
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importance of those ingS. For example, in one division of the city of Columbus, more than 400
people work at an average salary of better than $12,000 a year) With overtime many ok-thern
make 07,000 to $20,000 ayear. Yet on a rainy Monday I will ee a 35 percent absenteeism rate .

in that particular worklorce.

I

To this extent I'm not ure that we should go back to institutional -based training. In some other
cases.itimight very w I,go back to the traditional vocational education schools. But that
becomes a gLiess on my :part because I cannot think of any ready examples. If we look at the ,

way the affirmative action programs with women and minorities work, we see/hat we take people
who lack basic skills into employment slots. For example, it is. difficult to teach many people now
to read meters in a sewer'pinnt. In addition, some people who have been on the job for a year
And perform the task vvell,;take a civil service test and have trouble because they have to read
meter faces on the test. They say they failed the test because the meter runs. backwards from the
ones they read on the rob. This is a big problem. They then want to appeal the whole civil service
test and go to court because they feel they havil been cheated because the dial face on the test
was counterclockwise rather thaq clockwise. Maybe some of those people ought to go back to
institutional-based training. 1!understand how these people feel. But we're not too adept at
locating and predicting those situations. Additionally, that situation only affected three peop
Given that we could anticipate it,' I don't know how we would have put together a program f/or
those.three eople, particularly when our real, lob is not to get those three people a job but' to

operate a se plant properly. The civil se,-vice system is set Lip to test people so that w- can
hire erbest qualified. I think it more or less militates against the things: that we are.:talki g about
in t vocational education fields particularly with regard to the disadvantaged groups. he

c;whole idea of civil service is that tests are administered to come up with not only the _mpetent
but the best of the competentthat is the top three. The "cornpetents" farther down the list
cannot be brought into the system because the government doesn't want to waste time on
training people. That merit svbtem can be looked at as an elitist system that denies Many
minorities opportunities. Police officers and fire fighters are good examples of the kinds of j bs

in this system. Hundreds of people take the tests for these positions. If we need fifty police
officers, there probably will be 700,people who will pass the test, There will:probably just be one
black and one women in the top twenty. maybe the top fifty, which is not the proportions that we
need. That deviates from your_gs.14tion somewhat, but with regard to the city services,,we always
have the problems of designing the program to serve a limited number of people. I want to thank
you farskolerating a nonexpert in your field. ,
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